
Hire TESA to Build Your Dream Game!

TESA has produced and published three original board games and created a number of custom games for 
clients. Our expertise lies in creating board games that merge causes and play. If desired, we can also 
create educational resources to go alongside your game.

Below, we have detailed the three ways we can work with you to build your own game: we can adapt your 
cause to an existing game system we’ve created; we can design a custom game for you from the 
ground up; or we can offer you consultation and advice as you design your own game. Contact us to 
discuss more or to get started. 

Use an Existing Game Model Custom Game Creation Consultation for Your Game 
Development 

Looking for a game for your 
organization, community, or 
cause? Are you on a budget, or 
don’t need a game with a 
completely custom game system? 

TESA has several existing board 
and card game systems that we 
can use to create your game. Our 
games can help cultivate 
conversations and inspire action 
for your organization or cause.

After you get in touch, we’ll help 
you identify the goals of your 
game and what system would be 
best for you. Then we’ll start 
collaborating on your game!

Price: $500 - $4,000. Depending 
on your budget, goals, and the 
game system you select. We’ll 
create a proposal for you after you
fill out a short survey and an initial 
intake call.

TESA can build a unique game for
you from the ground up, whether 
you’re looking to use the game to 
educate your members or the 
public about your cause, 
manufacture and sell your game 
as a product, offer it to people for 
free, and more. 

We’ll work with you to identify what
type of game you want, what your 
priorities are, what you want 
players to get out of your game, 
and more. Then we’ll begin 
collaborating on an original game 
for your cause or organization!

Price: $4,500 and up. Depending 
on your budget, goals, and other 
factors. We’ll create a proposal for
you after you fill out a short survey
and an initial intake call.

Do you want to build your game 
yourself, but looking for guidance 
and advice? Whether you’re 
looking to use your game for your 
cause and/or sell it, TESA can 
help with that too. TESA can assist
you with any of the below:

—Developing your game idea
—Creating and testing your game
—Integrating cause-based content
    into your game 
—Writing your rule book
—Ethical manufacturing
—Every step of the process of
    creating and distributing your 
    game 

Price: $75 - $125 an hour. 
Depending on your budget, goals, 
and other factors. We’ll create a 
proposal for you after you fill out a 
short survey and an initial intake 
call.
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